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resulting high food prices may lead to hunger cri
ses like the Tortilla Crisis in 2007.

Chapter 4 switches to discussion on the supply
side of fossil fuel markets. Simple analysis of sup
ply and demand suggests that the effectiveness of
the demand-side policies depends on the elasticity
of carbon supply. To understand it, the author uses
the Hotelling model of intertemporal optimization
of depletable resources, and analyzes the resource

owners' portfolio choice between man-made capi

Suppose the demand becomes highly inelastic
beyond a certain quantity, which will be the case
if energy cannot be productive by itself but must
be used together with other limited factors, then
the resource owners cannot increase extraction

without limit as too much supply will make prices
too low for them to be profitable. The very episode
of the Great Recession illustrates that reduction in
fossil-fuel demand can indeed reduce fossil-fuel

ket interest rate plus probability of expropriation.

consumption (International Energy Agency 2011).
This is in fact similar to the authors proposed
global cap-and-trade system, which essentially
creates a demand curve that is perfectly inelastic.
Another assumption that ensures that the prices of
fossil fuels keep increasing is the absence of a back
stop technology that provides a perfect substitutes
to fossil fuels. While the existence of such a tech

Therefore, greenhouse externality and insecure
property rights lead to an accelerated extraction
path, worsening climate change.

nology does not rule out "Green Paradox," as stated
by the author, it will nevertheless dissolve the cou
pling of the energy and food market and the con

tal and natural capital that remains underground.

The derivation suggests that, on the socially
optimal extraction path, the appreciation rate
of resources in situ is equal to the market inter
est rate minus the climate damage, while, on the
market path, the appreciation rate equals the mar

The last chapter of the book advances the
supply-side analysis and presents the "Green
Paradox," that "(t)he mere announcement of

intentions to fight global warming made the world

warm even faster" (189). The key insight is that
demand-reduction measures affect carbon supply
through pressure on future prices. Since the exist
ing "green" policies almost always involve increas
ing stringency and widening coverage over time,
the increasing downward price pressure therefore
induces resource owners to expedite extraction
and thereby exacerbates the climate problem. To
avoid such problems, the author proposes a swiftly
introduced "super-Kyoto" globcil consumer cartel

with all countries committing to a cap-and-trade
system, as well as a source tax on capital income
that gives the resource owners more incentive to
choose a slower extraction path of their fossil fuels.

The main portion of the book is largely based on
the authors earlier writings (Sinn 2008). The book,
while omitting the technical details of the model

behind the analysis, provides some additional evi
dence and tries to address a few critiques regard
ing the paradox since its first appearance. For
instance, the author argues that production costs
are too small a portion of price for it to affect sup
ply substantially. There are, however, certain issues

that may be addressed in more detail. One poten
tial issue with the analysis that goes unmentioned

in the book is the shape of the demand curve.

clusions of chapter 3 may be different. Lastly, since

the author suggests that the episode of declining
fossil-fuel prices in the 1980s and 1990s may be
explained by the "Green Paradox," it would be nice
to see if there is a way to test that hypothesis.

Overall, the author presents a coherent argu
ment for more attention on the supply side when
designing policies to address climate change. Even
one may have a different opinion on whether the
assumptions that lead to potential "Green Paradox"
hold true in reality, this book does raise an inter
esting and valid point that previous research and
policy considerations have largely overlooked.
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